Part 4
It has been less than 24 hours since Part 3 was completed and released for your contemplation and Inner
Guidance. This morning as Sue and I woke Sue shared with me a memory, dream and her guidance to look
at the Djwhal Khul Rule of the Day for the October Group; Rule 9 Day 71 and in turn Rule 9 Day 72.
Having read the Diagram that was guided to review and the text and diagram of the Day 72, it became super
clear that what Part 3 revealed was being confirmed by the daily Rule Study on the exact day with such
precision, that what we are being shown here is without question both Real and Powerful! How can that be?
Because We are following Universal Law and Complying with the Patience of allowing it to flow in
accordance to Mother and Father Divine Will. For indeed this is all about The Mother’s Love and Magnetic
Void, Black Hole, Black Light and the Impregnation of the Fathers White Fire Light Substance! Both
meticulously required to Create Life and to Precipitate of Birth either a Child or a Whole New Universe!
I do not wish to spell it all out as this is not about teaching, it is about Education and Guidance only.
Offering the Information and allowing the Guidance to come from within Each Dear Soul from the Mighty
I Am Presence: The Mighty Al-Knowing, All-Governing Presence! We are now beginning to see how
intricately and delicately this Divine Plan is developing!
What I wish to bring to your awareness more than anything else right now is what Our Divine Mother shared
in Her Discourse back in April 2009. That sharing was a Gateway, for what was to come and what has now
arrived! The Portals She has spoken of, and Her Invitation to us is not entirely what it may seem from our
own human consciousness, for in Truth what can we see or understand from our own old experiences. We
must look at this from a new potential of experience and intentions to walk toward the opening into the
Next Realms for a New Life.
Mother Gaia, showed me that Her Inner Core was actually a Black Hole. That Black Hole is a Place of
Void, No Thing Ness, whereby through Light a New Creation is possible. I had another Discourse
somewhere, which I cannot locate right now that told me about All Creation began and came into
manifestation from within this Black Hole, Void or as Sekhmet will share with you shortly The Black Light!
Once the Light has penetrated into the Black Light, then a New Creation Begins, like taking a Blank Canvas
and beginning a whole new painting! We are Here to Create a New Work of Art and New Master Piece!
This Creation that will indeed Create Itself through the Right Procedures, Correct Steps of Precipitation.
So what We are sharing here is another perspective of where We are right now. I would ask with this
information to go deep within your own Black Light as the Feminine Magnetic Qualities and Virtues. The
to look at the Masculine Electrical Light Qualities and Virtues and envisage as you will, where to from here!

I will speak of using this Black Light and White Light in its relationship with Mother Gaia’s Invitation. Can
you see the depth of Her Prostration to Humanity? I shall leave it here and allow each of you to respond
accordingly!
Here are the Diagrams and Text from the DK Rules that has sparked this sharing today, and that which has
is my Heart at the very least, a Massive Confirmation of what is happening with the Elemental Grace Alliance
RIGHT NOW!!
God Bless You All
Peter

Rule 9 Day 72
Beyond this state of awareness there lies a state of being which is as far removed from the consciousness of
Members of the Hierarchy as that is, in its turn, removed from the consciousness of the mass of men.
Endeavour to grasp this, even if your brain and your power to formulate thought rejects the possibility of
this exalted livingness. Be not discouraged at this inability to understand; remember that this state of being
embraces the goal towards which the Masters strive, and which the Christ Himself is only now attaining.
It is for this reason that the symbolism of light and darkness is used in the words: Let the group know there

is no color, only light; and then let darkness take the place of light.
Just as the individual has to pass through the stage wherein all "color" goes out of life as he emerges out of
the glamour which conditions the astral plane, so groups in preparation for initiation must go through the
same devastating process. Glamour disappears, and for the first time the group (as is the case with the
individual) walks in the light. As the group thus walks, unitedly its units learn a lesson (one clearly

enunciated by modern science) that light and substance are synonymous terms; the true nature of substance
as a field and medium of activity becomes clear to the initiate-members of the group. To this H.P.B. referred
when he said that the true occultist works entirely in the field of forces and energies.
The next lesson which the group unitedly apprehends is the significance of the words that "darkness is pure
spirit." This recognition, realization, apprehensive, comprehensive (call it what you will) is so overwhelming
and all-embracing that distinctions and differences disappear. The disciple realizes that they are only the
result of the activity of substance in its form-making capacity and are consequently illusion and non-existent,
from the angle of the spirit at rest in its own center. The only realization left is that of pure Being Itself.
This realization necessarily comes to the disciple through the means of graded revelation and in balanced
sequence; each contact with the Initiator leads the initiate closer to the center of pure darkness—a darkness
which is the very antithesis of darkness as the non-initiate and the unenlightened understand. It is a center
or point of such intense brilliance that everything fades out and at the place of tension, and at that darkest

point, let the group see a point of clear cold fire.
It is a tension and a point of attainment that is only possible in group formation. Even in the earlier
initiations, and when the initiate has proved his right to be initiated, the process is still a group proceeding;
it is undergone in the protective presence of initiates of the same standing and unfoldment. It is their united
focus that enables the candidate for initiation to see the point of clear cold light and their united will that
"brings him upright, standing, unafraid, with open eye before the One Who from the very first has conferred
on him the gifts of life and light, and Who now—with lifted rod, surrounded by the fire, reveals to him the
significance of life and the purpose of the light." It is that of which the minds of men know naught, and
which even the highest intellect is unable to grasp or even sense.

Excerpt From This Channel As Presented In The EGA Book 1

“Sekhmet’s name, ‘The Powerful One’ means ‘to be able,’ or, ‘one who is able.’ She is known to teach in ways
which enable us to come into, and understand, our true Nature and this Rightful Way of Living. This is
not a code of ethics so much as an empowerment of self-understanding and integration, which awakens one’s
own awareness of how we must conduct ourselves within the world to achieve a state of Balance, Harmony,
Wisdom, and fully awakened being. It is time we come into this awakened understanding, as we approach
the evolutionary changes of human consciousness so many are speaking of, often regarding the year ‘2012.’
“Sekhmet holds key elements of illumination in this understanding of how to awaken, hold, and sustain
illuminated states of our being. In this time of Universal awakening of the human Spirit, she is a profoundly
powerful ally for embodying one’s fullest Integrity, Authority, and Divine Wisdom. It is we who are the
true caretakers and creators of this awakening. Yet, for those whom look for the path of clarity and true
abundance within one’s being, Sekhmet is an aspect of our consciousness which is able to empower us with
Authentic Being, which brings the fruit of this understanding.
“Sekhmet carries a key to the Sacred Chord, the Staff of Life, which the Egyptians refer to as our Djed.
Hindu, Taoists, and Buddhists might refer to this, the central axis of our being, as the Secret Channel, Pranic
Tube, or Central Channel. It is the foundation upon which our Chakra energy System, or (Egyptian) Seals,
is built upon. Our entire being, and the many subtle energy vessels we contain, are held and most often
accessed along this Central Channel. This is, yet, another concept which was most likely passed to the East
from the ancient cultures of Egypt, whom wrote the earliest known treatises on such mysteries, and are known
to have carried many such Teachings to the East, including migrations to the Indus Valley of India.
“Sekhmet holds potentialized keys for upright living, through activation and harmonization of the central
channel, and the Chords of Light within it, the Seals, or chakras, as well as the Ba, the Eighth Seal, the seat
of our Divine Soul. She is often seen carrying the Ankh, the Egyptian Cross, a symbol representing, or
containing the mysteries of Life. She often also carries a staff, a symbol of Awakened Authority and Being,
signifying the power of claiming one’s Own Dominion through upright living and the illuminated Djed. It
is often seen in Egyptian art with the two serpentine vessels of our Divine Masculine and Feminine forces of
Balance wrapped about the staff, or Djed. This is the Caduceus of modern medicine, attributed to
Hippocrates, yet also derived from Egypt.
“Sekhmet is a force which fiercely protects this rightful way of being, the Inner Holy ground of one’s True
Divine Nature and Being. Once one enters into this authentic Nature of being, one holds Dominion over
the self, and no foreign being, entity, or consciousness has the ability to invade or deplete our being. All of
the concerns in the modern consciousness movement of ‘other forces’ which we have to clear or protect

ourselves from, becomes meaningless in this awakened state. One living in Harmony with Universal Law has
all components of Universal Being at one’s disposal. It is clear, precise, and without question.
“When one initiated in these understandings of illumination assists us, often utilizing simple meditative
practices to build subtle awareness, and calling these Wisdom Carriers forward through Sacred sound or
other simple practices of alignment, we can often enter these subtle Realms of consciousness, more readily
bridge these other Worlds of illumination, what the Tibetans would call the subtle ‘Realms of Pure Sound
and Light’, and make direct contact with the knowledge and wisdom the Ancient Ones carry. When properly
attuned, Sacred sound can also be a vessel to carry the Vibrational imprint of these Wisdom Carriers, to
illumine and awaken us even more profusely, to their profound wisdom, and to our Divine Being.”
End of Excerpt
Here is A Discourse With Sekhmet Herself from the EGA Book 1 page 237

“Dear God, I Am of Incorruptible Matter at Infinite Speed, after feeling the Presence of the Beloved Energy
of Sekhmet for the last week I respectfully ask Her to come forward now and share with me why She has
made Her Presence Known so passionately. I wish to understand this connection in Greater detail and so
invite Her into my Heart of the Eternal Now. I welcome You Dear Sekhmet in Divine Love, Blessings and
Joy.”

“Beloved Heart, I Am Sekhmet, The Goddess of Motherhood, The Goddess of The Power of the Divine
Feminine, The Goddess of Life’s Creation, The Goddess of the Void, The Darkness or the Black Light. I
Am in tune and Wholly Aligned with your Project ‘The Elemental Grace Alliance’ for if it was not for Me
its conception and birth would not be possible. For in the Essence of Creation that I, The Divine Mother
supports and nurtures and indeed protects, it is My Divine and Most Beautiful Black Light that Initiates and
Conceives All Physical manifestation.
“What you refer to as Sekhmet is just a name that I portrayed within My time as an incarnated Soul Energy.
However, the Truth is that I go by many names; far more than humanity is aware of and who, have become
known to represent The Mother Goddess, The Divine Feminine, The Holy Mary’s, The High Priestesses,
The Goddess of Tantra and so many more. Yet names and words are but the limitation in an attempt to
understand and ascertain a practical way of working with this Love Vibration That I Am. Indeed, Mother
Earth, Gaia is Me, The physical Expression of the Divine Principle within All Life.
“I, The Energy you have come to know in accordance with My Incarnation in Egypt did indeed have, a very
Protective Attribute of Power. This was not as one has deemed, it was the Force and Strength of The Divine
Authority, The Primal Life Force of Creation Itself and it was not that I was intolerant of individuals or that
I used the Power That I Am, to maintain a Control over human entities. It was that I simply Commanded

that the Divine Laws of Creation were Upheld within a society that thought they knew better and with that
began seriously violating the Natural Laws to the detriment of human evolution at the time.
“If one was to look at the Planet Earth, The Mother Essence, you will discover that through Her Divine
Protective Powers of Strength and Authority, She too has Commanded Its use of that Power to maintain a
stability within the life forms She has birthed, nurtured and supported throughout eons of time. Her Decrees
were carried out by those of the Elemental, Nature and Angelic Realms and continue to this day so as to
maintain a relative Balance within humanity generally, so that an extreme imbalance will not occur.
“Whether the methods of Balance are through floods, volcanoes, earthquakes, drought, human ailments and
disease or plagues of pests or sickness, the methods are all within the Divine Love of God’s Plan for human
evolution. If lives, as one believes them to be are lost, then so be it. It is not death. Those Souls do not die
or become non-existent, they simply change form for the purpose of maintaining the Equilibrium within the
Creation of this planet and Its Solar System. My Use of this Power was never malevolent or spiteful, they
were never on the scale of Our Divine Mother, yet they did create many situations whereby humanity in that
Egyptian period saw them as evil and detrimental toward their assumed authority of that time. And this
being so, I was both targeted, banished and locked in a place away from the general populace where they
believed I could be isolated so as to not utilize My Powers.
“Yet I understood as only a Mother can, that part of the supporting role I played was to also allow My
Children to learn through their own mistakes and thus leave them to their own devices. My time as the
Expression of Sekhmet had come to a close, and so I withdrew My Physical Body leaving behind all that I
stood for within My Reign as Goddess, only to manifest again, this time within the Hearts and Supreme
Minds of mankind at another time in the future. Have you ever wondered why My Image has been
maintained in a Black Form? What about how the 600 odd Statues of Me discovered to date have found
their way all around the world? Well, the Black represents the Feminine Black Light Essence in Creating Life
and the expansion of this Truth is now available through Me represented as the physical images people can
see and touch having been physically transported all over the world.
“My Goal now is to spread this Truth within the Hearts of All of mankind. Be it Known that within My
Forms, My Essence is held within the Crystalline Structure of All My Statues. This was My Individualized
Expression of God’s Plan, and now the consciousness of humanity is ready for the activations and the
Energetic downloads that will assist in the grounding of the New Crystalline Biological Structures. I Am
The Building Block for the Creation of these New Lives and the Expressions of Life that they shall perform.
The future has arrived and now I Am being activated by those who were with Me in Egypt and supported
Me in those times of trials and tribulations. And as they come into contact with Me, again now, no matter
where I Am physically present in the world, their presence in front of Me will trigger the time codes awaiting
Primal Activation and Source Awakening both in Me and Themselves simultaneously.
“Your Presence Peter and Sue triggered the Crystalline Codes as part of the sequential encodements along
the many Crystalline Matrices around the world. At the same time the Encodements and New Star and

Cosmic Codes within you, were activated so that you too would also now move into Greater Awareness of
Your Divine Mother and Divine Father as you walk into your New Lives upon the planet.
“My Consciousness was galvanized to yours, as part of the Divine Plan when The Elemental Grace Alliance
was Created with such precision of the Laws. It is not complete yet, but the attention that you have and
continue to give to it has drawn unto you the Universal Consciousness that will Support and Nurture and
Protect this Creative Expression to Unite the consciousness of humanity with those of the Elemental and
Grace Alliance Desires. Many others are now coming into alignment with the Truth of how to Create
responsibly in Love, Peace and Joy. This We have been holding within the Black and White Light since
long before humanity ever stepped foot upon Me!
“There are many upon the planet today who are now just becoming consciously aware of the Divine
Attributes of the Feminine, yet most of them have only just scratched the surface of what this really means
within their lives and how they express themselves. Very few, comprehend the values and virtues of The
Divine Mother, Lover, Companion, Friend, Partner, Teacher, Giver, Observer or even the Traitor within the
Expression of Divine Creation. For you see All Is God and there is no separation between anyone or anything.
Nothing Is ever as it seems and although We are Addressing the Attributes of the Divine Feminine here, by
no means think that this is complete, for without the Divine Essence of the Masculine Energy, then Creation
of anything would not be possible. Both are imperative to Create and give birth to Ideas, Dreams, Concepts
and Desires. And it is the Divine Principles of the Mother and The Father, The Divine Feminine and The
Divine Masculine that is only now just beginning to find a new Wave of Expression, Illumination and
Transmission.
“I used the word Darkness in My greeting for a purpose, and that is to tell you that the attributes of the dark
have been so misunderstood in the past, that it has become synonymous with bad and evil. This is not the
Truth and only continues the imbalances within human thought form and manifestation. The Darkness in
the way that I have used it is about the Black Light in Holy Union with the White Light. For the Balance
of these two attributes are the God Ingredients for all Full, Whole and Complete Materialization and
Creative Expression of Life Force Energy.
“This is the Energy of the Shakti, The Kundalini, the Sexual Energy or the Primal Energy of Source. In My
Incarnation it was referred to as Sekhem. But no matter what you call it, it Is the Mother Aspect of the Black
Light combined with the Father Aspect of the White Light in Holy Union and It Is the Pure Energy of
Source, without adulteration, without contamination, without taint or discolour, not polluted or spoiled by
any forms of erroneous thoughts or projections of human or lower consciousness. That is why It Is so
Powerful, so Strong and so Authoritatively Present when experienced from within lower dimensional
densities of reality.
“It Is The Presence of God in That Moment, within that Creative Act of Being, The God I Am, The
Almighty I Am Presence, The Christed Self of God within! Anything created or materialized without this
Balance will not last, it will manifest within it imperfection, defect, weakness, limitation and mal-formation.

Now think about that for moment and allow your mind to peruse and review the life of humanity to date.
Can you see the difference in the creations of humanity around the world where the Balance of Divine Mother
and Father was consciously applied and where they were not employed? Unfortunately, you won’t find many
where true application of the Seven Steps of Precipitation and the Divine Principles of Masculine and
Feminine Attributes from within the Black/White Light have been harnessed and consciously performed
into Service for Humanity.
“Jesus is a great example of the Purity of this manifestation in Balance with Mary Magdalene. Have you ever
wondered why the Black Madonna is portrayed within the expressive Nature of the Magdalene Energies?
Mary Magdalene was not black, nor was I, yet the Energies that We displayed for all to see was the Divinity
of the Feminine Principles within Us. The Black Madonna is symbolic, just as I was symbolic of that which
We represent, The Mother Principle, The Black Light! Would you like to ask a question at this time, Peter?”
Peter; “Thank you for this opportunity, you were definitely reading my thoughts. My question is this; I Am
aware that there is most definitely a shift in consciousness around the world toward the full embodiment of
the Divine Masculine and Feminine Attributes, not only within individuals but more so with partners, as
part of a deep desire to express through mental, emotional and physical intimacy so as to expand one’s
consciousness and to more consciously embody more of that Primal Force Energy within our entire being.
We hear so much about the Embodying of the Christ Consciousness and I know that this is all part of it. I
also know that our minds get so much in the way to allow greater awareness to be absorbed within our
morphogenetic fields that compose and create our experiences.
“So, in a Divine and Holy Union Desire with one’s partner, who has the same desire, how can one step fully
into an experience to Know the difference between living as One Soul in two bodies rather than two bodies
appearing to be separate, although having the same or very similar desires for attaining the Full Expression
of the Balance of the Mother/Father, Black/White Light in our physical lives? Can you offer some tips or
practical exercises that would assist? Bless You!”

Sekhmet; “Dear One, you have called for a most powerful experience that most would not even consider a
potential let alone one that would or could ignite the expansiveness of God in its most Primal State almost
immediately within the human experience. It is important that one is mindful of the potential experiences
of creation that this exercise or experience may create on behalf of another when you share at this level. This
is most profound and can most definitely not be undertaken unless both parties not only agree but come
from a place of Purity of Heart Intention and allow themselves to become open to such a degree that there
is no mind involved. For the moment that any resistance presents itself or one begins to think, then the
Energies of The Primal Life Force will withdraw leaving behind, perhaps a very beautiful sharing, but far less
than the potentiality desired. Do you understand?
“This dynamic of the Birthing of the Christ Consciousness begins from within the Womb of the Mother,
yet it is not like giving birth to a child. Although there are similarities, energetically speaking if one cares to
analyse the differences. Yet that is impossible until one has experienced both Realities. Indeed, this is Really

about the Birthing of a New Universe. To Birth a Universe from a very confined space may seem like an
impossibility in man’s mind, yet within the Minds of God, that are now being consciously explored within
the minds of men and women at this time, these potentials of impossibilities now become possible. The
reason for this is that it is being acknowledged by people around the world that they are not limited beings.
Instead, they are indeed God Beings individually expressing themselves as God Desires them to Express.
“From this place one can Birth a Universe from a most finite place, but it must be from within the Darkness
itself; the Womb of Creation; the place within the human biology that nurtures and protects the Black Light.
“It is only those who are ready and who have done the work of preparation for it. One is truly stepping out
on a limb as they enter this phase of such a desire and to put it into action for the experience of oneself and
others is most admirable.
“Now this blending with the Energy of Mother, Sekhmet, The Mary’s, Tara, Isis or any of the other
Goddesses at this level, is a Cosmic Experience that embraces the Embryonic State of Growth. It begins with
the egg and the sperm as with the nature of birthing a new Soul into the human race. This egg holds within
itself the New Consciousness of both this planet and humanity. The sperm holds within it the Light of God.
“From all Darkness Life is born, but first impregnation must occur, and the blending of the Masculine and
the Feminine Energies must be attained. This Darkness, although neither male nor female, has the attributes
upon this planet of the Feminine and is held within the womb of woman. The man or male penetrates the
woman’s womb through a journey of Divine Love and impregnates this Darkness with his Light which
represents the Masculine.
“Let us not complicate your desire too much for it is very complex and can take many turns and many levels
of awareness to Master. So, for the purpose of this communication and how it resonates with this Proposal
let us just keep it simple. This Act of Creation can be done through the intimacy of physical union or it can
be done through intention and energetic transference. It can be a combination of both which indeed would
be a wonderful way of grounding the Energies that are being Created between the two.
“The Transference can be achieved as it does in many Higher Evolved Societies when the male and female
both give permission to conceive a child or an outer manifestation. In Highly Evolved Societies this is how
a child is actually conceived and born into the world thereof; both through and of the womb of the woman,
albeit through Pure Intent and the Blending of the Masculine and Feminine at this creative level of vibration.
You have heard of the stories of Immaculate Conception, this is how it is achieved. The Man impregnates
the Woman with His Light and the Egg is fertilized. In this case scenario We are speaking of New
Consciousness now Desired upon the planet.
“To do this it is understood that the Woman who also desires and seeks this experience, must first prostrate
before the Man and then to declare that She would like Him to imbue or impregnate Her with His Light
deep into the Darkness of Her Womb. The Woman should then become most finitely aware of Her

Darkness which She holds within Her. She must then declare Her openness to receive His Light so as to
give Birth to the New Consciousness. She must then expose Her Self to the Light of Him in the most
profound Love of Grace, Beauty and Joy that She can.
“How She opens Her Self shall be given expression through Her own awareness and imagination, through
Her Own Longing to Express this Holy Desire in the most Sacred of Ways that means to Her. How She
prepares Her Self, prior to the Invocations and Decrees is again of Her own individual choosing. However,
this is about the most Sacred thing one can do with Their Divine Partner, so if one is mindful of any Sacred
Ritual, Divine Embrace or Act of Touching and Experiencing God within Themselves, then the preparations
will be Known at these Levels of Giving and Receiving. In Truth there is a Divine or Holy and Sacred
Marriage going to take place!
“It is then time for the Man to reciprocate the prostration, so when the woman has completed Her declaration
and decree, then the man can prostrate before Her and Declare and Decree His Intentions and Desire for
Her to Bear His Light as part of this Holy Immaculation of The Heavenly Christed Consciousness.
As part of the prostration process the man may envision Himself actually entering the Black Light of the
Womb as they embrace together, either within their imaginations or through actual physical union. The
man might go on an imaginative journey into the Womb of His Partner or the Womb of Mother Earth or
indeed The Womb of the Cosmos.
“There are no limitations or boundaries, no definitive guidelines how this can be done. The woman may use
her own imagination as to how She would like to experience this Holy Union. The more feelings and
emotions involved the more real it will feel. Share all the while without thinking for it will be the Natural
Expression and sharing that will guide the way. Do not be afraid of making the wrong moves or saying the
wrong thing for there is no such thing when it comes to this experience or exercise. And it may take many
times before a vitally High Experience may be achieved. Be kind to each other, be gentle and most of all be
Loving!
“Now, this may seem on the surface as a Man and Woman expression of Holy Union whereby the Woman
will solely hold the Vison, Idea, Intention or indeed Fetus of New Life and the Man steps back and waits.
This is not so! The Man now becomes the Woman in Spirit and vice versa. He takes on the Black Light
and envelops Himself within it. She takes on the White Light and Envelopes Her Self within it! They then
allow each other to fully embrace, merge, blend and become One with the Vison, Idea, Intention or Fetus;
for indeed this is now not the responsibility of the woman alone to Love, care for, nurture and protect. It is
the Feminine Attributes and they are now very much part of the embodiment of the Male Partner. And for
the Woman She too has become the completion of the Masculine Attributes; so both hold equal
responsibilities to each other and the New Consciousness.
“Within the Conception of the Egg a New Life Force is held within the impending Embryo that is then
instantaneously beginning to develop all Its Attributes and Virtues within this Darkness. Here the Light of

the New Consciousness is then nurtured and supported and loved within the Divinity of the Black Light of
the Mother’s Womb. The gestation period is an individual process from one person to another, so let us say
that Divine Order through Divine Will must be granted, accepted, acknowledged and allowed to manifest
in Its Own Way according to God’s Desire for you.
“But like all pregnancies certain processes must be diligently vigilant of the Energies that this New Life is
exposed to through one’s own personal life expressions and experiences. Become extremely mindful of your
own words, thoughts and actions, always checking in to your Heart Center, asking yourself; Are these
thoughts, words and actions conducive to what I AM Giving Birth to? If they are not, then change your mind
instantly to correct and erase the erroneous expressions you have just transmitted to Your Vison, Idea,
Intention or Fetus!
“There must be great time put aside for rest, diet must be of the highest nutritional value, thoughts, words
and actions must reflect the New Life that is being expected. And finally, all forms of Loving Energy must
be embraced, either through music, meditation, loving and harmonious people around you, avoiding loud
and inharmonious fields of discord. This indeed is an act of Sacred Marriage and Divine Union, a blending
of The Energies that sparks New Life in Consciousness into the world. Openness, Purity of Thought,
Harmony, Joy, Balance and Receptivity are all Qualities and Divine Virtues that must apply for the
conception to be successful. This Sacred Marriage is that of the Marriage of Conjugial Love (a Marriage
made between two Angels in Heaven expressed upon the Earth) where the Male or Masculine represents the
Truth and the Good and the Woman or Female represents the Will and the Understanding.
“Call in the Energies of The Divine Mother through any of the Known High Priestesses or Goddesses and
the same results shall be attained for We Are All One! And most importantly Invocate Divine Mother and
Divine Father to become part of the prostration process. Allow any creativeness or variation that is intuitively
felt but remember no thinking and no resistance and indeed no doubting after the event, believing that
nothing has happened. Be alert and have all of your senses fully awake and your passion animated, for
tiredness, lethargy or lassitude will only drain away the vitality that you will require to gain access to these
Energies. Trust and Faith is vitally important. One should allow at the very least 60 minutes for this
blending and Sacred Act of Union although there is no limitation to this very Intimate and Sacred Union of
Two Souls Combining Mother Father and Self as One!
“It is also extremely important for both parties to share their experiences in as much detail as possible; both
as desires to begin and before the Union and again afterward as the moment permits. To express The Deep
and Profound Love between each other so that Resonance of that Love can inexorably penetrate the very
core of the Black Light of the Womb Consciousness and the White Shimmering Light of God is a Most
Powerful Declaration of Intent. The whole process of this experience can take years of gestation, yet in
saying that it all depends on the amount of preparation, awareness and one’s current Resonance to the Divine
Act of Holy Union, so it may take as short as 60 minutes or less!

“One last thing, before I offer My Blessings to you Peter, and All who may feel more deeply into the Mother
of the Black Light. What has been discussed above is not truly understood by mankind, however, the
information is now becoming accessible for those who are ready to truly make the differences, that they have
come to Earth to make. It is through such Holy Union Embraces, both with your Partners and with God
that the True Art of Alchemy is revealed. It is through these new understandings that Transmutation,
Transformation and Transfiguration is now not just possible, but imminent! Let Your Hearts lead you with
the Love that I AM and That You Are. I Am Mother, Blessing You with All My Heavenly Heart. I have
only just scratched the surface and there is much more to share but for now I bid you good afternoon.
“Remember Me in all your human affairs and expressions of life! I Love You!”
Peter; “Bless You Dear Mother, I shall cherish every word, thank you!”
In Continuation Of This Information;

“Greetings, I Am Sue, I Am Peter’s Divine Partner. My studies and experiences as an Astrologer and Cosmobiologist in my life, has allowed me to gather and share a lot of information that could directly or indirectly
be aligned for the purpose of gifting the Proposal for the Elemental Grace Alliance with certain aspects of
human evolution that may be beneficial.
“I have come to understand that the ‘Cycles of Time’ are different to the Root Races and ‘Rounds of Time’
– the Root Races and Rounds are linked into the Light Consciousness, into the Masculine Principle of
Evolution and Consciousness through the development of mankind. The Cycles of Time, of which there
are 20, apparently, relate to the Magnetism, the Divine Feminine Principle of structure that holds all of life
together and this Divine Feminine Energy, once, at the beginning in the first round was in total alignment
with the Divine Masculine Principle of Light – it made a perfect intersecting cross. The
Consciousness/Light of God/Source came down through the field, through the waters of the Dark Feminine
Magnetism that held all the future potential life forms, not only for mankind, but for all life forms, indeed
flowing out through all of the Universes. And so this Divine Field of Potential, this Divine Field of Feminine
potential, which awaited the Light of Consciousness to pierce it to create movement, to create thought, to
create form….. awaited.
“And so, in Truth, humanity is the solidification of this Divine Principle in action within the Magnetic Form
of Divine Feminine Grace. And what has happened, is that, as mankind, unaware, that they are indeed Divine
potential within human form, have created, working with the Magnetic Matrix of another form, another grid,
which is out of kilter with the original Cross of Balance. And this Grid, the Human Grid, the Group
Consciousness of mankind, has been responsible for the limitation and solidification and the disease, illness

and ‘evil’ that has taken form on this planet. Because at some point in the evolution of this Divine Plan –
the Divine Feminine Energy was pushed down deep, and mankind lost touch with the Balance that was within
Perfectly aligned Light and Form.
“The Inuit myth of the Planetary Body of Sedna is telling us of this time within the ‘Cycle of Time’ and as
we are now ending this 19th cycle and are coming into the 20th cycle, when this Balance will be brought
back again, through mankind, who have been able to go down right into the depths of that Primordial Energy
of, of Sekhmet or Kali into the 1st and 2nd Dimensional fields of the Earth and the older animal life; such
as the whale, dragon, shark, crocodile, tortoise and other forms of reptile and fish-like creatures.
“All of nature is holding different levels of light vibration and time encapsulated within their physical
formation in this third dimensional plane.
“The Primordial Resonance of the Planetary Body of Sedna, which speaks of the creation of the sea mammals,
the development of a new strand of life, the mammalian period, is held within the cetaceans and mountains
on Earth that have spanned some 500 million years of time – these are the living libraries of all that has
occurred during this span of time.
“They are the anchors and holders of our history on this plane – they hold the evolutionary memory patterns
of our existence and we too have this potential to span the vast expanses as all this held within our own
DNA.
“As we open to this awareness of ourselves beyond the physical form we can merge with the consciousness
of all life on this planet and bring these time cycles into the present moment into the 5th Dimensional field.
“As we access into the 1st and 2nd dimensional levels held within our brain stem we can align with the crystal
rock life form and fold time into the present moment – facilitating a malleability within the ‘solid form’ of
rock to release the Light held within the structure. As this Light is released the Resonance on this plane
expands into a full light spectrum taking us into 5th Dimensional Consciousness.
“To raise that consciousness back up into this moment of time within our physicality of the 3rd dimension
and to bring it back into an alignment and into a placement which establishes the 5th Dimensional Field, the
full spectrum of Light within the Darkness, that will allow humanity, as a whole, to step fully into 5th
dimensional consciousness. (The folding of the Flower of Life.)
“I have this sense that when the original alignment of the primordial matter was with the Light the Primordial
Matter (Our Divine Mother) as such, had no consciousness, had no sense of the ‘Qualities or Attributes of
the Divine Feminine’ but was a field with every potential within it. It had this malleability this unfed Quality
that would require Consciousness and Light to impregnate it, in order to make forms of life – a whole living
life form from the depths of unawakened potential.

“And so, this field of potential which flows throughout the Universal Field is the Field that mankind, albeit
unknowingly, has volunteered to shape, form and build with this Divine Feminine Energy to create Divinity
in Form (Spirit/Matter). And that is indeed what humanity is; Divinity in Form – God Individualized in
Physical Matter.
“And so, as we come to the end of this 19th Cycle and enter into the 20th cycle of the Divine Feminine, we
now do indeed have the potential to become God in Form, Divine Beings who, whilst in physical form can
be cognizant, operational, within the whole Spectrum of Life in the Universe. We can now know all that is
there to know, and it is a matter of us now taking this potential into the fifth Dimensional field and never
again returning to that imbalanced ignorance/old sense of darkness.
“The Divine Feminine has always held the highest of Qualities; the Qualities of Pure Unconditional Love,
Peace, Harmony, Balance, Beauty, Joy; they are held and to be found within the Primordial Darkness of the
Divine Mother. The Black Light that Isis or Sekhmet refers to in Her Address in an earlier discussion.
“She has just waited with us to connect deeply with those Qualities to embody those Qualities within our
own being so that we might unify once more back to the Source and Light of God – through our own fusion,
our own melding, our own reunion – back to the beginning of ‘Time’ – where time does not exist, where we
are just in the Permanent Presence of Divinity within the Now.
“The Earth, the Mountains and Cetaceans have held this moment in time for us all – they have held the
blueprint of that first cycle, they have so patiently been the “Mt. Scheihallion” backbone of the Sedna Cycle
if you will, when the Divine Feminine went down so deeply into Matter to create the first beginnings of Life
within the Water, within the Oceanic Fields.
“And now we are reuniting – bringing those Streams of Life, those Streams of Consciousness, those Cyclic
Streams of Embodiment – fusing them into this present moment in time, in order that we may step through
the mis-creations, mis-perceptions, into the Purity of Consciousness once again, where we may manifest with
the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine in perfect Harmony and Balance within our own beings to create
Heaven on Earth and once again restore the Edenic Plane on Gaia.
“Perhaps more correctly put, for the very first time, restore the Edenic Plane into physical life so that it will
no longer desire, wish or have the potential to slip underneath Divine Consciousness ever again.
“It is through the balancing and harmonizing of the Pure potential of the Divine Feminine with the Light
of God that this will be brought back into being. So, each and every human being as Divine potential coming
back into a Conscious Realization of the Truth of Who They Are.
“So Let It Be.”

‘The Planetary Body of the Sedna Resonance represents the encounter with what has been lost, drowned out,
or frozen long ago. In other words, our own ‘Ice Age’: the wounds in the Soul caused by impatience,
condemnation, dismissal or anger of the father.’
- Melanie Reinhart
In Continuation Of This Information;

Beloved God I Am, of Incorruptible Matter, at Infinite Speed, please share with me more information about
the New Unification of Consciousness. Thank you!

It is our Blessing to unite Essences once again as the New continues to paint over the old! Imagine for a
moment however, if the New did not have to paint over the old and the new paradigms were available for
you to Work with. You will be pleased to know that they are indeed available to every man, woman and
child upon the planet, here and Now, there inside of you deep within your Precious Heart Centres!
Humanity is facing their greatest challenges right now within the linear time constraints that they continue
to see themselves surrounded by. These challenges are multi-layered and multileveled, yet from a simple
physical, mental and emotion level, it is true to say, these challenges are very definitely and most ardently,
staring each of you directly in the face of change! Change is the greatest hardship for a human being at the
best of times! But given the right attitude and application it can be achieved very simply with Love, Wisdom,
Power, Graciousness and Ease!
The world is changing and each of you are changing, for indeed you have no choice in this matter! The
choices come in the form of how you can change, that will most benefit you and those around you in the
best way for your own evolutionary experience. Change is one of the greatest Laws or more to the point,
conditions of the human being; of the Universe in Truth! Humans dislike change, even when they so fervently
and courageously have given themselves permission to step toward it. We Hear and See so much passion,
loving words and gestures in these desires for change, yet people still need to understand that the potentials
of change cannot be felt until the depth of feeling within the Heart and Soul is felt and the clarity of their
Higher Visions have been encapsulated without the interference of the ego mind/personality or fear of any
nature.
How many of you have given yourselves permission to change, to step into the New, only to find that the
changes you desire remain just out of reach, or that what you imagined the change to look like, just does not
take the form, if any, that you felt it might do? How many have given way to a New Consciousness to arrive
only to discover that the old programs are still playing their old tunes, especially those of the ego and
individual personality?
The New Consciousness that you have chosen is already Present in your lives, KNOW THIS TO BE A
REALITY! To find it you only need to discover the Stillness and Silence of your Being, it is not hiding
there, it is simply dormant and awaiting Its activation through Your Love for It. Seek your Heart or Hearts

it is calling you and It will respond if you bring it back into your life. The Essence of God is all around of
each of you, asking you to embrace It fully and without exception. This New Consciousness IS The Christos
Energy that you have come to embrace and many of you to embody. So what is the problem? Actually there
are no problems, there are only solutions! A problem is where the movement forward has found resistance
to the energies that are being used to create with. The solution is the merging of the Truth of God back
toward the desire that allows the resistances to dissolve.
It is like an artist wishing to create a new masterpiece. The idea has been acknowledged, for the thought
would not have arrived if the potential did not exist. The concept is understood, for the artist has use of all
the training or experiences to know how to go about achieving the desire. The faith is present because the
artist is aware that he/she has the gifts and abilities to create such a Work of Art. The potential is there,
for all the tools are within the life of the artist or lay beside or in front of her/him waiting to be picked up
and used. But what is not there for others is Divine Trust! The Trust that the Masterpiece will in fact
Create Itself. All the artist has to do is to adapt the tools he/she has at his/her disposal, remove the ego
mind/personality influences and then, in Divine Trust, make the first brush stroke!
Where many are still finding it so difficult is that they are not trusting in the process and they are straining
to see the new masterpiece through the eyes of their old perspectives and from the old mental and emotional
constructs of the foundations and memories of things gone by within their lives that truly no longer have any
bearing on what is to be created in the NOW for the future! To give another analogy, it would be like the
artist picking up an old painting or even an old masterpiece and then trying to create the new one over the
top of it! First of all her/his visions would be encumbered by what is already seen painted on the canvas,
the lumps and bumps of the old paint would have to be adapted, tailored or made to fit into the overlay of
the new creation. From this base foundation, the new form, new flow, new collaboration with Divine Trust
of God’s Intent for You, will always remain a painting on top of another. No matter how hard or long
the toil would be to create a brand-New Creation the old would still remain, if not visibly there, most
certainly energetically. So much energy would be wasted and misapplied by the artist that interference and
restrictions and limitations could become the very thing that gives the artist frustration, annoyance, feelings
of unworthiness or lack of abilities, perhaps to the point of giving up on the project, unable to complete their
desire!
The New Consciousness continues to this day to be misappropriated by the old one! There is a great deal
of misalignment still being charged into the human desire to Create the New. Make no mistake, the New
Energies ARE clearing the Grids and Matrices of Human Consciousness and their Morphogenetic Lineages,
however more clarity of vision and commitment to the changes that are occurring are required to pave the
way for Greater Potentials to occur in time. To truly step into the Creation of the New Masterpiece one
has to remove any old paintings or creations out of view, out of the way of any influence that may effect or
affect the New Creation. The best advice that We can offer to all Divine Human Creators who desire to
step fully into the New Consciousness is to work with a Clean Canvas, throw away all the old tools, all the
old information and knowledge, all the old ways of doing things and simply Trust that what you are about
to Create will indeed be Brand New and that this Creation will, alongside the visionary manifestation and
achievement, Create the New Experiences that are desired as well!

Creating a New Masterpiece in your lives is about doing things in a way that you have never done before,
maybe never thought of before! It is about allowing the New Consciousness that fully embraces you right
Now, for you to embrace it without the old thought forms, programs and memories to influence the New
Collaboration in the New Co-Creation.
There is nothing hard about the process, all one has to do is not allow themselves to get stuck in any old
routine. Become more vigilant, more diligent with your thoughts, words and actions. It is about breaking
old routines, not doing the same thing twice the same way. Try having breakfast at dinner time, take a
different route to work, shop on Sundays instead of Thursday nights, when you truly don’t feel like doing
something, do it anyway! It is about moving away from one’s comfort zone. Be imaginative about how you
can change your life at present, so as not to repeat those experiences that have created resistances within your
life. In Creating a New Masterpiece in the New Consciousness one must be fully prepared to leave the old
consciousness behind. This can be done by first becoming fully detached from the old. Gradually the gap
will become more expansive and the need to run two thought programs side by side will no longer be required.
The easiest way to do this is to come fully into your Heart Centre and feel the Energies that are around you
and respond Lovingly in Harmony and with Peace to them. These are what will lead the way for the New
Masterpieces in your lives.

You are all Master Creators in your Own Rights! In God’s Eye’s all your Creations are Master Pieces indeed,
whether you create consciously or subconsciously. It is the Energy of the Essence of God, the God Spark if
you like, within you that allows for All Creations to be made manifest. It is just the polarity of the human
thought forms that distinguish them between good and bad, positive and negative, that give them tarnish or
shine! Energy is Simply Energy! The Unification of Oneness is the New Master Piece that you Will CoCreate with God for All to See and Experience!
We shall leave you with a single gesture of a potential that will sum up this whole communiqué.
If man removes the duality, the polarity, the separation from her/his mind processes, Creating A New
Masterpiece with God will take such little Energy, it will seem like a Miracle to you!
In Light We Love
Adonai
Blessings and deepest thanks and gratitude
Peter

